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lets say i have a large database server farm with 10 copies of sql server. i need to create backups for each server, which is a multi-step process. my first
step is to create a backup of the whole sql instance. this takes a long time. next, i need to run a backup job for each sql instance. i can schedule these jobs
manually, but this is also a multi-step process. finally, i need to restore each of these backups. in a very large environment, i can have hundreds of these
jobs, and it is difficult to schedule and execute them all manually. this can take hours, even days, and is often done manually. a backup job in sql server
management studio consists of two different tasks - automatic backups and manual backups. for automatic backups, your server is continually backing up
its databases as a scheduled task. automatic backups are full backups, log backups, and differential backups. automatic backups usually take only a few
minutes to complete, and are executed daily. but you do need to do backups manually. sql server management studio provides several different ways to
schedule this process. i can schedule backup jobs manually. i can use the sql server agent to automate backups. i can use a microsoft utility called
replication configuration manager. or i can use sql backup pro. sql backup pro provides automatic and manual backups, and the manual backups can be
scheduled. and, it can backup sql server databases to both tape and disk. the manual backups are easy to use. just right-click on a database, select backup
and choose whether you want a full or differential backup, and whether you want to backup to tape or disk.
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